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AB-INITIQ BASED CALCULATIONS OF VACANCY FORMATION AND CLUSTER- 
ING ENERGIES INCLUDING LATTICE RELAXATION IN Fe3A.t. 

Leonid S .  Muratov, Bernard .R.Cooper, West Virginia University, Dept of Physics, 
Morgantown, WV; John .M.Wills, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos NM. 

ABSTRACT 
Vacancy formation and clustering significantly affect structural properties of transition-metal 
aluminides. Ab-initio quantum mechanical total-energy calculations using a full-potential linear 
combination of muffin-tin orbitals (LMTO) technique provide a convenient method of study- 
ing relevant characteristics such as changes in density of states, and charge redistribution 
around defects. Augmented with Hellmann-Feymann forces, LMTO allows calculations of re- 
laxation geometries and relaxation energies. We have performed such calculations for vacan- 
cies and antisite substitutional point defects in Fe3At with DO3 crystallographic structure. 
There are two limiting factors complicating calculations of defect formation energies directly 
fiom ab-inito calculations. The first is that a single defect, due to the lattice periodicity neces- 
sitated by the use. of ab-inito total energy techniques, cannot be considered as an isolated de- 
fect, even in the maximum computable simulation cell. Unlike previous calculations [ l], 
which did not fiid a dependency on the size of the simulation cell, our calculations have shown 
a significant difference in results for 32- and 16- atom cells. This difference provides informa- 
tion about vacancy clustering since it can be explained by a relatively small attractive interac- 
tion energy -0.2 eV between two vacancies located in adjacent simulation cells and separated 
by the lattice constant distance (5.52A) [2]. By comparing the internal energies for two con- 
figurations of 30 atom cells (32 atom - 2 vacancies) we were able to estimate that the attractive 
interaction between two vacancies could reach 1.2 eV. The second complication is the fact that 
chemical potentials of elements cannot be directly extracted from the total energy calculations 
for the compound. To deal with this problem, we considered two possible approximations and 
compared results, which were found to be quite similar for iron vacancies. 

INTRODUCTION 
Transition-metal aluminides and in particular iron-aluminides have attracted considerable 

attention due to their excellent oxidation and corrosion resistance at elevated temperature and 
in hostile environment. Recently, much research has been directed to enhance room- and high- 
temperature mechanical properties of iron-aluminides such as ductility and creep resistance. 
Improvement of material mechanical properties often requires a basic physical understanding 
of processes involved in formation and interaction of various point defects, since vacancies, 
antisite atoms, impurities and various clusters of defects determine the thermodynamic and ki- 
netic behavior of these metals. 

Fe3At is considered as a promising structural material by itself and as a base for several 
commercial alloys [3,4]. Here we present a consideration of Fe3At in DO3 crystal structure. 
Although this is a low temperature phase, the temperature of the transition can be increased by 
use of various additives. Above 550 O C  pure Fe3At transforms to imperfectly ordered B2 
structure and then to a disordered solid solution. A DO3 (space group Fm3m, FCC with 4 at- 
o m  per unit cell, sometimes called ordered BCC) crystal structure is shown on Figure 1. The 
three iron atoms of a formula unit of Fe3At are located on two different types of lattice sites. 
Two atoms on ysites, which are shown as open circles on Fig .1, have four iron and four alu- 
minum nearest neighbors at a distance of &a/4, where a is a lattice constant. The remaining 
one iron atom of the formula unit occupies the p site, which is shown as a gray filled circle on 



’ Fig. 1. This p type of iron atoms has all eight irons as nearest neighbors. All aluminum atoms, 
shown as crosshatched circles a have eight neighboring irons of type y 

-3 Fig 1. Structure of DO3 F%AL It is an FCC lattice 
with 4 atoms per unit (formula) cell. One atom of 
aluminum (a sites) at (1/4,1/4,1/4), is shown as a 
crosshatched circle; one iron atom (type P, at 
(3/4,1/4, 1/4) is shown as a gray-filled circle, and 
two crystallographically identical atoms of iron 
(type f i  at the origin and at (1/2,0, 0) are shown as 
open circles. Atoms of the unit cell are then re- 
peated in accordance with the FCC structure. Iron 
of type p has 8 iron atoms as nearest neighbors at 
the distance d=0.25&, while iron of type yhas 4 
iron neighboring atoms and 4 aluminum atoms. 
Some of atoms located on faces of the large cube 
belong to adjacent supercells. 32-atom supercell 
also includes atoms fiom the cube just above the 
one shown here. 

For the 16-atom cell, a vacancy created at the 
origin “1” is repeated due to periodic boundary 
conditions at sites marked by “2” and “3”. For 32 
atom cells vacancies are located at sites marked as 
1 , 3 while sites “2” are occupied by irons. For 

divacancy consideration two 32 atom cells have 
been compared, one with an additional vacancy at 
sites “2” i.e. repetition of two 16-atom cells, and 
one with additional vacancy at sites marked by “4” 
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THERMODYNAMICS OF VACANCY FORMATION 
Following [5,6] we have employed the grandcanonical formalism for a description of or- 

dered compound binary systems. Recently V.Schott and M.F&nle [7], have provided thorough 
derivations for this approach, while showing the equivalence of the canonical and the grand- 
canonical formalism. 

In the ground state all (fixed number) atomic sites are occupied by atoms of corresponding 
types. Energy of an elementary excitation is equal to the total energy change in the system 
when the point defect is created, i.e. it is a difference in the total energy of the simulation cell 
with corresponding defect and the energy of the initial, perfect cell. If we neglect the interac- 
tion between point defects, for the system under consideration there are six possible elementary 
excitations: E; - aluminum vacancy, €8, -vacancy on iron site p, E ~ V  vacancy on iron site 

aluminum atom at iron site y . 
antisite iron atom at aluminum site, & f I  antisite aluminum atom at iron site p, .zzl antisite 

The grandcanonical potential @ for a system of M formula cells is equal to: 
@ = E, - Ts - puFeNFe - YA~NAI 9 (3) 
where temperature Tis measured in energy units, N F ~  and N A ~  are number of iron and aluminum 
atoms in simulation cell and entropy S can be taken in Bragg-Williams approximation. For the 
perfect lattice, in the simulation cell of M formula units of Fe3At‘ there are NA I= M and 
N F , = ~ M  atoms. Minimizing (3) with respect to numbers of of defects one can derive for con- 
centrations of corresponding point defects: 

1, c; = 0.25e-GlkBT / (1 - e-EtlkBT - e-GdkET), CP - 0.25e-@lkBT / (1 - e-‘@/kBT - e-E!4L‘kET 
v -  



E:, = &Zl + pFe - pAl . It can be seen that at the low concentration limit, effective formation en- 
ergies represent Boltzmann exponential factors for concentrations. Chemical potentials are still 
unknown, therefore in six equations (4) there are eight unknowns (six concentrations plus two 
chemical potentials). For the seventh equation a zero pressure thermodynamic relation @=O 
can be used. For Fe3Al it gives us: 

At zero temperature, Equation (5 )  represents the fact that energy of formula unit is equal to the 
sum of chemical potentials of its components. In an element, with one atom per unit cell, 
Equation (5) would uniquely determine the chemical potential. For ordered composite materi- 
als Equation (5) does not provide a way to decouple p F e  and PAL, therefore an additional ap- 
proximation is needed; or, in other words, we need an eighth equation in addition to (4) and (5) 
to fiid equilibrium concentrations and chemical potentials. There is a physical reason for this 
uncertainty in the value of chemical potential, because its values depend on conditions during 
the crystal growth such as excess of one or another element, pressure etc. Postulating the exact 
chemical composition throughout the whole lattice (i.e. neglecting grain boundaries, precipi- 
tates of components, etc) is sufficient to solve system (3) and (4), since the stoichiometry 
equation is added: 

Resulting solution would provide good estimates for chemical potentials in almost perfect 
singe-crystal environment, and has been used in the present publication. 

In "real" systems with multiple defects we only can put bounds on the values of chemical 
potentials using the following consideration. The lower bound can be found using the heat of 
alloy formation. However, caution should be advised, since ab-initio calculations often do not 
provide accurate values of alloy formation heat [8] since without the gradient correction, LDA 
calculations do not produce the correct value for the iron ground state [9]. In addition, evalua- 
tion of the heat of formation would require comparison between calculations for several differ- 
ent structures, and therefore subtraction of two large absolute values of energies calculated for 
different structures. Such subtractions would produce significant errors, and using the experi- 
mental value is questionable for the same reason. Another estimation for the chemical poten- 
tial is available from atomic energy in element precipitates with lower interface energy. In such 
precipitates all atoms of the host material lattice are substituted with one element (this would 
result in BCC for DO3 ). For comparison, these chemical potentials are also used in Table 1. 

CALCULATIONS. 
Fully quantum-mechanical, self-consistent electronic structure calculations presented here 

are based on density functional theory and used local density approximation (LDA). We have 
utilized the full-potential linear-combination-of-muffin-tin-orbitals (LMTO) technique. This is 
an ab initio all-electron technique with relativistic corrections included. To assure high accu- 
racy we have implemented an augmented basis through use of multiple K'S (interstitial kinetic 
energies of basis states) and energy windows. To treat relaxation effects around point defects 
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for this transition metal system, we have implemented a force methodology based on Hell- 
mann-Feynman theorem. 

Great attention has been given to stability and consistency of calculations. Due to limitations 
of computers it is impossible to performed unrestricted calculations. Compromises on number 
of k-points in Brillouin zone, number of basis states, dimension of Fourie transformation, radii 
of muffin-tin spheres, etc. are always required. In order to minimize impact of these compro- 
mises energy values used in equations (3)-(5) have been obtained from the calculations of sys- 
tems with the same symmetry (i.e. results for 16 and 32 atom calculations were not mixed to- 
gether, and when the origin was shifted, the system energy of the perfect system was recalcu- 
lated too). This approach significantly reduces the number of k-points needed for accurate cal- 
culations, since only relative changes are included. However, for the purpose of verification, 
calculations with larger number of k-points are underway (32-atoms cells), 

Our initial calculations have involved a 16-atom supercell, which has a simple cubic super- 
lattice structure. This supercell is shown on Figure 1. Superlattice vectors are aligned with 
edges of the large cube shown on figure. For visual convenience, atoms located on faces of the 
large cube and belonging to adjacent simulation cells are also shown. In order to take maxi- 
mum advantage of the supercell symmetry, and therefore reduce computational cost, a single 
vacancy has been created by removing atom located at the origin (this atoms is marked as “1” 
on Fig. 1). When other vacancies (Al and p Fe) have been considered the whole supercell has 
been shifted, in order to align the corresponding atom with the origin. To avoid an additional 
error, total energies of perfect simulation cells with different origins have been recalculated 
(absolute differences between their values have not exceeded 0.03eV, the same can be said for 
32-atom simulations) and used in corresponding calculations. Due to periodic boundary con- 
ditions, identical vacancies have been created on sites marked by “2” and “3” on Fig. 1 , at the 
ends of superlattice vectors. It can be easily seen that there are six neighboring vacancies, 
which are separated from the original vacancy by only one atom. 

Results of our calculations are presented in Table 1. Relaxation energies obtained for this 
system are significantly higher (0.3 eV for 16 atom cell and 0.65eV for 32-atom cell) than typi- 
cal relaxation energies calculated for elemental metals which are usually in order or below of 
0.1 eV (e.g. aluminum and magnesium [ 101). The vacancy on y sites of iron were found to 
have the lowest formation energy, while antisite aluminum atoms at iron p sites and antisite 
iron atoms at aluminum sites could be placed without any loss of energy. Although these re- 
sults are in a good agreement with other calculations [l], visual assessment of separations of 
vacancies on Fig. 1 and zero effective substitutional energy for antisite atoms suggests that 16 
atom cell is not sufficient for consideration of an isolated vacancy. In fact zero substitutional 
energy indicates that the DO3 structure with ordered vacancies does not represent the ground 
state of this compound - x(FelsA44). 

Therefore 32-atom simulation cells have been considered. For the 32-atom cell, the super- 
lattice has an FCC structure. The vacancy at origin (site “1” on Fig. 1) is repeated at ends of su- 
perlattice vectors on sites marked by “3” on Fig. 1. In addition to 16 atoms previously included 
in the 16-atom cell, another 16 atoms from the cube just above the one shown on Fig. 1 have 
been included in the 32-atom simulation cells. Results of 32-atom calculations are also pre- 
sented in Table 1. Unlike results reported in El] where differences between 16- and 32-atom 
cells calculations were found to be insignificant, effective formation energies calculated the 32 
atom simulation cell are much higher than obtained for the 16-atom cell. In addition, it has 
been found that for the 32-atom cell energies of antisite substitutions are of the same magni- 
tude as vacancy formation energies, this guarantees a correct ordering of atoms. Additional 
degrees of freedom for atoms to move are responsible for the higher lattice relaxation in the 32- 
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atom cell where the energy of relaxation reaches 0.65 eV and is comparable to relaxation ener- 
gies observed only in semiconductor systems. 

It can be seen that chemical potentials of iron obtained from Eq.6 and bulk calculations are 
similar (energies for iron vacancies). Unlike results for aluminum, therefore iron vacancy for- 
mation energies would not depend on local environment. 

The differences in the vacancy formation energies for 16 and 32 atom cells can be explained 
by interaction between vacancies. Judging from our results for two supercells one can estimate 
that attractive interaction between two vacancies is about -0.2 eV {( 1.25-2.58)/6, where 6 is 
number neighboring vacancies}. In order to further investigate interaction between vacancies 
two 32-atom cells (with 30 atoms and 2 vacancies) have been considered. One cell in addition 
to the vacancy at the origin has another vacancy at the site "2'?, therefore it represents a repeti- 
tion of two l6-atoms cells with one vacancy in each. In another cell second vacancy have been 
located at site marked as V.". The energy of the second cell where distance between vacancies 
is equal to one half of the lattice constant (2.76 A) found to be slightly higher (by 0.13 eV) than 

Table 1 Effective formation energies (in eV ) of various point defects. 
These energies can be used in Eq. 4 for equilibrium defect concentrations. 

System Relaxation en- Changes to the first Formation en- Formation en- 
ergy neighbor distance ergy, using ergy using Eq.5 

eIement energy 
16 atom simulation cell 
yFe vacancy 0.29 -10.2% Al; +0.9% Fe 1.26 1.25 
PFe vacancy 0.0 0.0 2.36 2.35 
antisite Al at y site 0.46 +3.3% Al; -0.2% Fe 0.25 1.63 
antisite Al at p site 0.14 +1.3% -1.5 -0.0 
Al vacancy 0.60 -6.25% 3.23 1.78 
Fe at Al site 0.0 0.0 1.35 -0.0 

yFe vacancy 0.65 -7.8% Al; -2.7%Fe 2.35 2.58 
PFe vacancy 0.04 -1.2% 4.03 4.21 

antisite Al at p sites 0.07 +1.2% 0.18 2.58 
AI vacancy 0.60 -2.4% 5.8 2.45 
Fe at AI site 0.0 0.0 4.9 3.53 

32 atom simulation cell 

antisite Al at y sites 0.19 +3.0% Al; -0.2% Fe 1.91 4.35 

for the fxst cell with 5.52 A separation. However, in the first cell there are 6 vacancies on the 
same distance of 5.52 
equal to 7.8 A. For a divacancy in the second cell (this is the smallest separation between two 
iron vacancies on the same sublattice y) we can estimate divacancy formation energy by ne- 
glecting interaction between divacancies .from different simulation cells and by comparing re- 
sults to 32-atom cell simulation with one vacancy. Such comparison give divacancy formation 
energy (from two monovacancies ) of about -1.2 eV. However, judging from difference be- 
tween 16- and 32- atom cell calculations interaction between divacancies from different s b u -  
lation cells cannot be neglected, and this value of divacancy formation energy might be signifi- 
cantly overestimated. Due to reduced symmetry calculations of divacancies are very computer 
extensive, there are 16 different types of atoms in the simulation cell, in comparison to 6 for a 
single vacancy. As a consequence, the lattice relaxation for this system has not been consid- 
ered. 
Summarizing, we can stipulate that the calculations presented indicate strong attractive inter- 
action between vacancies with clustering formation energy on the order of fraction of an elec- 
tron volt per vacancy. To obtain more quantitative results larger simulation cells are required. 
As the next step calculations for 64 atom have been initiated. 

while for the second cell distance to the next pair of vacancies is 



CONCLUSION 
Point defect simulations have shown that lattice relaxation plays an extremely significant 

role in defect formation processes in Do3 phase of Fe3A.L Energy gained by the lattice relaxa- 
tion is comparable to the effective defect formation energies by themselves. It has been found 
that preferred point defects are iron vacancies on sites y (with four aluminum and four iron 
neighbors) and aluminum antisite atoms at sites of both iron sublattices. Results obtained for a 
16 atom unit cell are in very good agreement with previously reported calculations [I]. How- 
ever unlike [l], we have found significant differences between 16- and 32-atom simulation 
cells. For 32-atom simulation cell nonzero antisite substitutional energies have been found. 
Therefore the correct atomic ordering has been predicted. 

Significantly for the possibility of vacancy clustering, our calculations in the 32-atom super- 
cell in comparison with those for a 16-atom supercell and divacancy calculations indicate an 
interaction between nearest-neighbor vacancies on type y sites is between 0.2 and 1.2 eV. 
Based on our systematic study of the individual vacancy formation energies, we do not view 
these results as a completely reliable measure of the isolated divacancy binding energy (since 
16 atom cell is not sufficient for single vacancy consideration, 32-atom cell is not sufficient for 
divacancy). However, the calculated strong vacancy clustering tendency can probably explain 
the discrepancy between calculated 2.6 eV iron vacancy formation energy and the experimental 
value of 1.2 eV for the iron vacancy Ell]. A formation energy very close to the experimental 
value has been found for 16-atom cell, where the lowering of this energy apparently is due to 
the interaction between vacancies from the neighboring cells. The same vacancy formation en- 
ergy (about 1.2eV) has been found for each of two vacancies in divacancy complex. This 
serves as a strong indication of vacancy clustering, i.e. either for a divacancy or for a substan- 
tially larger cluster. 

The next step is to extract and use atomistic potentials to predict the energetics of divacancy 
formation and vacancy clustering. Therefore we have initiated that calculation. 
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